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 Supplementary Figure S1. Schematic diagram of experimental setup. Left hand side shows a simplified Deltech 1 atm vertical gas-mixing furnace, showing the location of the 
three MgO rods used in the experimental apparatus. The three different MgO rods used in the experiments are shown on the right side of the figure. Rod A is an Y-stabilized Zr 
oxygen sensor, which measures the difference in oxygen potential between the furnace atmosphere and a pure O2 reference gas that is introduced into the interior of the sensor and 
the MgO tube in which it resides. Rod B is an MgO tube with a Type-S thermocouple which continuously monitored temperature at the furnace hotspot. Rod C had two 
configurations based on the experiment type. For experiments that were cooled by programming the control Type B thermocouple, the setup used Rod C1, which had 2 to 3 MgO 
buckets containing the inclusion-bearing olivine grains suspended from platinum quench hooks at the base of the MgO rod. Each of these buckets could be independently quenched 
by passing a current through the Pt hooks and fusing the 0.127 mm hanging wire that attached the MgO buckets to the rod. For experiments that were cooled by displacing the 
samples out of the hotspot, the setup used Rod C2, which held one bucket containing olivine (left side of C2) alongside another Type-S thermocouple (right side of C2) that was 
contained within an MgO bucket in order to faithfully record the thermal history experienced by the olivine in the adjacent bucket. In these experiments, Rod C2 was displaced 
downwards by up to 9 cm (H4X) as a digital temperature logger attached to the thermocouple on Rod C2 recorded the temperature during cooling at 1 second intervals. To quench, 
the Pt hanging wire was fused, releasing the olivine bucket, which dropped through the bottom of the furnace into a Pyrex dish filled with room temperature distilled water. 
Supplement Section 1 
 
Supplementary Figure S2. Background removed FTIR of olivine-hosted melt inclusions. The analytical conditions and parameters for calculated the concentration of water are 
listed in Section 2.3. The red and blue curves are FTIR absorbance spectra from two natural olivine-hosted melt inclusions from Papakolea (HIGS20 and HIGS21), the black curve 
is the spectrum of experimental inclusion H7XC1, which was homogenized for 24 hours in H2-CO2 gas at an fO2 of ∆logFMQ-1.15 (Frost, 1991) and then drop quenched directly 
into water. Water contents were calculated using the absorbance at 3550 cm-1 (dashed black line in figure). 
   
Supplementary Figure S3. Compositions of the Papakolea olivines used in the study compared to analyses of Mauna Loa olivine from the Georoc database 
(http://georoc.mpch-mainz.gwdg.de/georoc/). Black “+” symbols are individual spot EPMA analyses of olivine from the Georoc data. Square symbols are Papakolea 
olivine analyses taken >100 µm from melt inclusions and > 50 µm from the edge of the crystal. Green squares are averages of ten microprobe points in each of the ten 
unheated Papakolea olivines grains at a plateau in olivine composition (“far field olivine”, see Section 3.1). Blue squares are averages of ten far-field analyses of 48 
experimental olivine that were homogenized at 1225 °C for 24 hr; yellow squares are averages of far-field analyses from 9 experimental olivines homogenized at 1260 
°C for 24 hr. Dashed red line in panels A and B show the compositions of stoichiometric Fo-Fa olivine, labeled at increments of 10 Fo units, where Fo = 
100*(MgO/(MgO+FeO)). Data sources for the Georoc literature data are: Sobolev (1994) Petrology 2 p. 111-144, Rhodes (1995) Mauna Loa Revealed p. 241-262, 
Garcia (1995) Mauna Loa Revealed p. 219-239, Garcia (1996) JGR B101 p. 11701-11713, Baker (1996) JGR B101 p. 11715-11727, Nichols (1997) Can. Mineral. 35 
p. 909-922, Gaffney (2002) J. Petrology 43 p. 963-980, Althaus (2003) GGG 4, McCarter (2006) Lithos 90 p. 187-213, Ireland (2009) Chem. Geo. 260 p. 112-128, 
Gaetani (2012) Geology 12 p. 915-918, Sakyi (2012) GCA 95. 
 Supplementary Figure S4. Central MgO (a) and Al2O3 (b) contents of glasses from melt inclusions of different sizes in experiment H5X (1225 °C for 24 hr, then cooled at 715 
°C to 1000 °C). X-axis are the measured radii (longest dimension) of glass inclusions. Because some of the diffusion profiles were asymmetric with respect to the measured center 
of the inclusion, for MgO the central value was taken as the maximum across the profile (concave down), whereas for Al2O3 (concave up) the central value was taken as the 
minimum. Even though excess Al2O3 is continually building up adjacent to olivine crystallizing on the inclusion walls during cooling, the effect of inclusion size is less dramatic 
on Al2O3 than for MgO because there has been less exchange between the inclusion wall and center for the relatively slowly diffusing Al2O3. 
 Supplementary Figure S5. Measured compositions of interface glasses in experimental inclusions; yellow stars are inclusions 
homogenized at 1225 °C for 24 hrs and drop quenched into water, gray circles are from the set of experiments H2X (1225 °C for 
24 hrs, then cooled at 1570 °C/hr), green squares are from the set of experiments H11X (1225 °C for 24 hrs, then cooled at 466 
°C/hr). In each set of experiments, MgO buckets with olivine were quenched at various temperatures to monitor the time-
dependent changes in the interface liquids during cooling. Note that for the inclusions drop quenched directly from the 1225 °C 
hotspot (yellow stars) the interface liquid is influenced by quench growth of olivine (see Section 3.4.1) and for these inclusions 
the value plotted corresponds to the average composition of the central plateau of the inclusion excluding the data influenced by 
quench. The solid curves are MELTS calculations of the liquid composition during batch (blue) and fractional (black) 
crystallization of olivine starting with the liquid composition listed in Table 2. 
 


 Supplementary Figure S6. Example model results for an inclusion from the two stage cooling experiment, H10X. (a) Blue circles are MgO microprobe data from 
experimental glass inclusion H10X5, which was homogenized at 1260 °C and then subjected to two stages of cooling and quenched at 1016 °C. Black horizontal line shows 
the initial MgO used in the model. The black solid curve near the microprobe data is a forward model calculated with no free parameters, and a cooling path specified by the 
measured thermocouple data (i.e., the black line in panel b). Red dashed line shows an inverse model allowing only a single stage of cooling, with the corresponding thermal 
history shown as the red dashed line in panel b. Green solid line show the best-fit cooling history calculated using a two-stage inverse model (see Section 4.4), again with the 
corresponding thermal history shown in panel b. The cooling rates (q1 for stage 1, q2 for stage 2) and crossover temperature (Tch) calculated using the best-fit 2-stage model 
are shown alongside the experimentally measured values in panel a. (b) Black line, measured thermocouple data during cooling. Red dashed line, 1-stage inverse model 
cooling history. Blue solid lines, individual model results of the 2-stage inverse model Monte Carlo simulation where the MgO data was perturbed with Gaussian noise and 
then refit multiple times. Green solid line, average 2-stage inverse model cooling history (mean of the three parameters q1, q2, and Tch from the distribution of Monte Carlo 
results). 
  
Supplementary Figure S8. PENEMPA (Penelope Monte-Carlo simulation software for EPMA, Probe for EPMA software, John 
Donovan) simulations of secondary fluorescence of CaO in olivine adjacent to basaltic glass. Dashed black line is the initial CaO 
contents of the modeled olivine. Red line is the analytical solution for the expected CaO profile in olivine approaching a vertical 
interface with basaltic glass. Grey circles are results of individual 15 hour Monte Carlo simulations of a 160 µm spherical 
inclusion embedded in olivine, and demonstrate the contribution of secondary fluorescence on measurements of the CaO contents 
of olivine at various distances from the spherical interface. 
  
 Supplementary Figure S9. MELTS calculated properties of the CaO component in experimental melt inclusion H2X5 (cooled at 
1570 °C/hr from 1225–1000 °C. The gray triangles are mole fraction of CaO (XCaO) in the glass (scale on right y-axis), the 
green circles are the activity of the CaO component (aCaO) (scale on right y-axis), and the gray circles are the activity coefficient 
of CaO (γCaO). For the calculation, a vector of composition at each microprobe data point was input to MELTS and the 
thermodynamic properties were received assuming the quench temperature of 1000 °C. The chemical potential of the CaO 
component was taken by subtracting µCaSiO3 - µSiO2 and the standard state chemical potential for pure CaO component in the 
liquid was taken from Berman and Brown (1988). Note how both the activity and mole fraction profiles are not monotonic.
Supplementary Figure S10. Effect of taking off-center cuts through a synthetic melt inclusion on the cooling rate calculated by inverting the MgO profile with the model 
described in Section 4. The model was calculated for a 100 µm radius inclusion with initial MgO contents designated by the horizontal black line. The thick black curve shows the 
corresponding MgO profile for the melt inclusion exposed at its maximum dimension (200 µm diameter). The red curves show synthetic cuts through the melt inclusion at different 
distances from the maximum dimension. These synthetic MgO profiles from off-center cuts were then used as input to the inverse model, which given the same initial MgO, varied 
cooling rate until the residuals between the model and the synthetic off-center profiles were minimized. The cooling rates listed in the figure are the cooling rates associated with 
the best-fit model for each off-center cut, showing the effect of decreasing calculated cooling rate the further off-center a particular cut. 
Supplementary Table S1 - FTIR and XANES Results.            
Inclusion 
name 
Experimental 
 log10fO2 (bars) 
FTIR H2O 
(weight %) 
XANES 
Fe3+/ΣFe 
XANES 
 session SiO2 TiO2 Al2O 3 FeO* MgO CaO Na2O K2O MnO P2O5 Total 
HIGS20 Natural 0.27 
0.18 
0.19 1 54.34 2.17 14.48 8.14 5.95 11.44 2.21 0.35 0.13 0.17 99.38 
HIGS21 Natural 0.16 
0.16 
0.17 1 54.30 2.15 13.99 8.28 6.16 11.38 2.23 0.33 0.13 0.23 99.19 
HIGS11 Natural 0.10 
0.18 
0.19 2 53.73 2.17 13.63 8.96 7.28 11.05 2.11 0.33 0.14 0.05 99.46 
HIGS14 Natural 0.20 
0.20 
0.20 2 55.55 2.41 15.17 6.80 4.04 12.69 2.18 0.34 0.12 0.05 99.34 
H7XC1 -9.15 0.04 
0.06 
0.07 1 53.05 2.03 14.22 6.90 8.87 10.18 2.75 0.37 0.11 0.29 98.79 
H11XC1 -9.18 
- 0.08 
0.08 2 52.72 2.08 13.26 9.21 9.32 10.26 2.24 0.43 0.15 0.28 99.94 
 
  
 Supplementary Table S2 - Results of the MgO Diffusion Model Described in Section 4. 
 
Experimental Melt Inclusions  
Inclusion 
name 
Experimental 
quench temperature 
(°C) 
Experimental 
cooling rate 
(°C/hr) 
Model calculated 
cooling rate 
(°C/hr) 
Std dev. 
calculated 
cooling rate (1σ) 
Sum of squared 
residuals 
(SSR)  
H8X1_1 1000 70 82 4 0.007  
H8X1_2 1000 70 139 5 0.005  
H8X2_1 1000 70 93 1 0.013  
H8X2_2 1000 70 129 2 0.008  
H8X4 1000 70 77 1 0.009  
H10X1 1134 90 70 1 0.016  
H10X2 1134 90 129 6 0.008  
H10X3 1134 90 92 2 0.009  
H7X1 1000 190 148 1 0.020  
H7X3 1000 190 223 1 0.021  
H7X4 1000 190 346 6 0.008  
H11X2B 1200 466 382 22 0.013  
H11X3A 900 466 357 2 0.033  
H11X4C 1125 466 204 2 0.008  
H11X5C 1000 466 388 5 0.044  
H11X6A 1050 466 340 3 0.121  
H11X2A 1200 466 630 15 0.013  
H11X3B 900 466 563 2 0.026  
H11X4A_1 1125 466 330 2 0.062  
H11X4A_2 1125 466 404 3 0.009  
H11X5A 1000 466 560 2 0.046  
H11X6B 900 466 358 1 0.052  
H5X1_1 1000 715 852 5 0.017  
H5X1_2 1000 715 1000 0 0.031  
H5X2 1000 715 821 3 0.081  
H5X4a 1000 715 624 1 0.162  
H5X4b 1000 715 610 4 0.182  
H5X5 1000 715 568 2 0.149  
H5X6 1000 715 639 4 0.063  
H2X1 1000 1570 1095 13 0.085  
H2X2_1 1000 1570 1394 7 0.059  
H2X2_2 1000 1570 1322 8 0.163  
H2X3 1000 1570 984 7 0.203  
H2X5 1000 1570 1393 13 0.076  
H2X6 1160 1570 2129 54 0.019  
H2X7 1160 1570 1675 47 0.017  
H2X8 1070 1570 1796 12 0.050  
H2X9 1070 1570 1609 13 0.100  
H9X1 1000 20190 18694 890 0.016  
H9X2_1 1000 20190 26262 2485 0.019  
H9X2_2 1000 20190 18953 1188 0.029  
H9X3_1 1000 20190 17340 1035 0.018  
H9X3_2 1000 20190 22555 1384 0.015  
H9X4 1000 20190 25412 1361 0.030  
H4X1 1000 49644 36236 5302 0.015  
H4X2 1000 49644 17612 1935 0.011  
H4X3 1000 49644 41904 4655 0.014  
H4X4 1000 49644 30470 4818 0.010  
H4X5 1000 49644 32740 3547 0.011  
 
 
 
Natural (unheated) Melt Inclusions  
Inclusion 
name Tmax (°C) Tmin (°C) 
Model calculated 
cooling rate 
(°C/hr) 
Std dev. 
calculated 
cooling rate (1σ) 
Sum of squared 
residuals 
(SSR)  
Papakolea, Hawaii      
HIGS9 1153 1122 11811 2753 0.009  
HIGS4 1149 1094 6528 738 0.011  
HIGS7 1141 1083 8392 1836 0.012  
HIGS19 1121 1079 7497 2040 0.015  
HIGS11 1160 1097 7964 798 0.021  
HIGS15 1160 985 615 9 0.107  
HIGS8_1 1160 1045 279 11 0.097  
HIGS2 1160 1015 854 21 0.052  
HIGS6 1160 895 226 5 0.031  
HIGS14 1160 844 51 1 0.018  
Kilauea Iki, Hawaii      
KIO1 1174 1068 6180 448 0.010  
KIO1 1183 1030 4039 184 0.023  
KIO3 1193 1092 7217 630 0.016  
KIO4 1184 1057 6112 293 0.021  
Yamato Y980459      
Y98MI1 1179 1010 331 19 0.005  
Y98MI2 1179 1003 85 11 0.004  
Y98MI3 1179 956 575 35 0.018  
Y98MI5 1179 1013 107 10 0.013  
Y98MI7 1179 978 389 115 0.015  
Y98MI8 1179 1013 223 14 0.019  
Y98MI9 1179 999 1047 109 0.017  
Y98MI10 1179 969 311 23 0.013  
 
Supplemscent Section 2 21 
2.1 – Modeling Details 22 
Supplement Section S2.1 – Modeling details 23 
Diffusion modeling was based on the model of Newcombe et al. (2014), which calculates 24 
diffusion in one dimension for a spherical melt inclusion in equilibrium with olivine, subjected to 25 
a temperature-time path. The Supplementary Materials Sections S1, S2, and S3 in Newcombe et 26 
al. (2014) provide a detailed description of the model (S1), discussion of model assumptions 27 
(S2), as well as sensitivity tests (S3). This information is not repeated here and the reader is 28 
encouraged to read and refer to this material for a complete understanding of how the underlying 29 
model was constructed. 30 
 In this study, two modifications to the original model were made: (1) replacing the 31 
parameterization of the temperature dependence of the interface liquid composition, which 32 
serves as the changing boundary condition that drives diffusion during cooling, and (2) 33 
incorporating a composition-dependent diffusivity for MgO (DMgO) that accounts for the steep 34 
compositional gradients that can develop across the inclusion during cooling. For (1), Newcombe 35 
et al. (2014) used a temperature-dependent relationship between MgO in the liquid and Fo90.6 36 
olivine based on olivine dissolution experiments of Chen and Zhang (2008). In this study, the 37 
interface liquid composition was specified using a MELTS calculation of batch olivine 38 
crystallization, which takes into account the composition of the host olivine (in this study, ~Fo88) 39 
and the changing olivine composition in equilibrium with liquid as a function of temperature (the 40 
olivine becomes increasingly fayalitic with decreasing temperature). Taking the average 41 
composition of melt inclusions experimentally homogenized at 1225 °C for 24 hrs at ∆FMQ = -42 
1.15 (Table 1) as the bulk composition, MELTS accurately predicts the liquidus temperature 43 
(1229 °C±2(2σ)) and the olivine composition in equilibrium with the liquid; MELTS predicts 44 
Fo87.3±0.9(2σ) olivine, within error of the average composition of olivine analyzed at the olivine-45 
glass interface in experimentally homogenized samples (Fo88.2±1.8(2σ)). For the particular 46 
composition of the experiments, this was an improvement when compared to the prediction of 47 
Chen and Zhang (2008), which predicts the liquidus to be 1157±8 °C at a fixed olivine 48 
composition of Fo90.6. The correspondence of the MELTS calculation of MgO vs. temperature 49 
and the measured MgO contents of interface glasses from melt inclusions that were 50 
experimentally homogenized, cooled, and quenched at different temperatures (Main Text Figure 51 
10), led us to prefer using this MELTS-determined boundary condition. During relatively rapid 52 
cooling, the interface liquid will never truly follow an equilibrium crystallization path due being 53 
continually influenced by diffusive exchange with the inclusion interior, however as shown in 54 
Figure 10 at natural rates the model and data agree quite well especially at temperatures greater 55 
than 1000 °C where both experiments agree with either model by less than 0.4 wt % MgO. 56 
 Confident that the MELTS calculation provided a good approximation to the measured 57 
interface glass contents, we ran forward models with no free parameters specifying the initial 58 
temperature (Tmax), final temperature (Tmin), cooling rate (q), and inclusion composition (Table 59 
1). As shown in Main Text Figure 11A for the particular example cooling rate of 1570 °C/hr 60 
(cooling rate experiment H2X), when coupling the MELTS boundary condition at each 61 
temperature to a temperature-dependent but composition-independent DMgO (also from Chen and 62 
Zhang (2008) and used by Newcombe et al. (2014)), the resulting forward model produces an 63 
MgO profile that is too shallow when compared to the profile measured on an experimental 64 
inclusion. This indicated that at a given temperature, the DMgO from Chen and Zhang (2008) is 65 
too high and led us to consider using a DMgO that is a function of melt composition as well as 66 
temperature, following the approach of Zhang (2010). When using the DMgO from Zhang (2010), 67 
pp. 334, equation 23, which depends on the cation mole fraction of Si, Al, Mg, Fe, and Mn (in 68 
our application Mn is assumed to be a constant of 0.001), it is necessary to model SiO2, Al2O3, 69 
and FeO in tandem with MgO, because each of these cations must be defined at every position 70 
and time step in the model in order to define DMgO. A description of the iterative procedure used 71 
to achieve this can be found in Main Text Section 4.2. Here we list additional details on the 72 
parameters used to model SiO2, Al2O3, and FeO 73 
 To model the diffusion of SiO2, Al2O3, and FeO, temperature-dependent but composition-74 
independent diffusivities were used. This is despite evidence (Supplement Section S3) that all 75 
three oxides display effects of multicomponent diffusion, and well-established evidence that 76 
DSiO2 is inversely correlated with XSiO2 (i.e. SiO2 diffusion depends on the SiO2 content of the 77 
liquid, Lesher and Walker 1986, Macris et al. 2018 and references therein). In order to take into 78 
account the compositional dependence of the diffusivities a full diffusion matrix would have to 79 
be used, which is computationally intensive and would require the temperature dependence of 80 
each term in the matrix, which are poorly constrained. The composition-independent Arrhenius 81 
relationships used for DSiO2, DAl2O3, and DFeO, provide reasonably good fits to the experimental 82 
diffusion profiles (see Main Text Figure 11) and to the extent that these calculations are used to 83 
calculate changes in DMgO across the inclusion, we deemed this approach satisfactory although 84 
acknowledge that a treatment that uses the full diffusion matrix may lead to better fits of the 85 
model to the data. 86 
 For Al2O3, we adopt an effective binary diffusion coefficient from experiments on olivine 87 
and clinopyroxene dissolution in basalt (Chen & Zhang, 2008; Chen & Zhang, 2009; Zhang, 88 
2010). For FeO, tracer diffusion of Fe3+ in andesite melt from Lowry et al. (1982) was found to 89 
give a better fit to the data than diffusion of Fe3+ into basalt from the same study and from other 90 
determinations of Fe diffusion nominally as Fe2+. This may be due to the fact that Fe diffusion is 91 
composition-dependent (correlated and slowed by high SiO2 liquids), and so the lower diffusivity 92 
of Fe3+ was found to better describe the experimental inclusion data. Because the composition-93 
dependent DMgO needs to be calculated iteratively, for the initial guess of modeling MgO 94 
diffusion, the concentration-independent effective binary diffusion coefficient from experiments 95 
on clinopyroxene dissolution into basalt was used (Chen & Zhang, 2009). Again, these 96 
experiments were found to give a better fit to the MgO data than the experiments measuring 97 
DMgO using olivine dissolution into basalt (Chen & Zhang, 2008) because of the higher SiO2 98 
contents of the liquid coexisting with clinopyroxene in the former. 99 
In the Zhang (2010) functional form for DMgO, the Si cation fraction is the dominant 100 
control on the diffusivity. In building the model, we explored the compilation of literature 101 
Arrhenius expressions determined for DSiO2 given in Zhang (2010) by running forward models 102 
specifying Tmax, Tmin, and cooling rate for a particular sample and comparing the resulting model 103 
profiles to those measured. The only expression that was able to adequately account for SiO2 104 
diffusion profiles across the range of cooling rates covered by the experiments was the global fit 105 
of Zhang (2010) to all available dry basalt data on Si self and EBDC data from 1270 – 1600 °C 106 
and 0.5 – 2.0 GPa (Zhang, 2010, Diffusion Data, Table 2, Entry #180). To test if this fit could be 107 
improved, we used our experimental data to invert for Do and EA in the Arrhenius expression. 108 
Two inclusions were selected from each experiment and the SiO2 profiles were jointly fit by 109 
varying D0 and EA/R, specifying the experimental cooing rate, and minimizing the residuals 110 
between the model profile and measured data. 111 
The following expression best describes the experimental data for SiO2 diffusion, from 112 
1000 – 1225 °C, at 1 atm, with the initial melt composition based on the average of the 113 
inclusions homogenized at 1225 °C, as listed in Table 1: 114 
 ln DSiO2 (m2/s) = -9.3993(±1.2) – 26919(±1200) / T (K) (3) 115 
The values in parentheses denote 1σ uncertainties based on jointly fitting different sets of two 116 
inclusions from the experiments. These inverted parameters are within the error of that calculated 117 
by Zhang (2010) (D0 = -9.33±3.056, Ea/R = 25356±5126). Specifying the experimental cooling 118 
rates and temperatures in the forward model, equation (3) reproduces 70% of the measured SiO2 119 
profiles within a mean sum of the squared residuals (SSR) of 0.3. The misfit in model SiO2 120 
profiles is mostly due to low predicted initial SiO2, which is set by MELTS at Tmax, resulting in 121 
an offset between the modeled and measured profiles of up to 1 wt% at a given location along a 122 
profile. In addition, the measured SiO2 profiles exhibit local extrema that indicate uphill 123 
diffusion, consistent with previous observations that Si diffusivity is likely dependent on 124 
composition, including on its own concentration (Lesher & Walker, 1986; Koyaguchi, 1989; 125 
Behrens et al., 2004; Ni et al., 2009), but equation (3) has no compositional terms so cannot 126 
reproduce this feature of our data; our treatment can only produce monotonic, concave-up SiO2 127 
profiles from the inclusion center, and  this contributes to the misfit between our model and data 128 
with non-monotonic profiles. For the purposes of the data treatment in this paper, we adopt the 129 
original Zhang (2010) parameterization because the inverted parameters fall within its 130 
uncertainty. 131 
Application of the model 132 
In order to implement the composition-dependent DMgO in equation (2), the SiO2, Al2O3, 133 
and FeO profiles must also be forward modeled in tandem with MgO. As an initial guess, the 134 
interface values for SiO2, Al2O3, and FeO were, as for MgO, set at each temperature by a fit to 135 
the MELTS batch crystallization calculation (Supplementary Figure S6). Following the 136 
algorithm used for MgO, the diffusion equation is then solved numerically separately for the 137 
FeO, SiO2, and Al2O3 fluxes assuming temperature-dependent (but concentration-independent) 138 
diffusivities (see Supplement Section 2 for details on the model parameters). Once the 139 
concentrations of MgO, FeO, SiO2, and Al2O3 as a function of position and time are calculated, 140 
the concentration dependence of DMgO is calculated at each position and time by applying 141 
equation (2). The MgO profile, initially calculated with a composition-independent DMgO, is then 142 
recalculated at each time step from Tmax to Tmin, by numerically solving the diffusion equation 143 
where DMgO (equation 2) varies with position and time. 144 
The calculation is repeated in a second approach where instead of using the MELTS 145 
boundary condition to specify the interface values for SiO2, Al2O3, and FeO as functions of 146 
temperature, they were calculated to satisfy mass balance with the MgO removed as olivine 147 
crystallizing on the inclusion wall during each model time step. This approach takes into account 148 
that the interface liquid is continually affected by diffusion (Lasaga, 1982), for example 149 
producing a buildup of SiO2 at the olivine boundary relative to that calculated using equilibrium 150 
growth. To achieve this, at each time step the amount of MgO extracted from the melt is 151 
converted into a volume of olivine, the composition of which is specified by MELTS, and this 152 
volume of olivine is divided by the surface area of the melt inclusion to calculate an 153 
instantaneous thickness of olivine grown in each model calculation (see Newcombe et al., 2014 154 
S1.2). Once the composition and volume of olivine extracted in each time step is known, the 155 
corresponding interface values for SiO2, FeO, and Al2O3 can be specified based on a zone of an 156 
assumed thickness in the liquid into which the oxides are partitioned, following the procedure 157 
described in Newcombe et al. (2014) S2.1. The diffusion profile for each oxide is calculated with 158 
each decrement in temperature until Tmin, and the resulting time-dependent profiles of SiO2, 159 
Al2O3, FeO, and MgO are plugged into equation (2) to update DMgO as a function of time and 160 
position based on the results of this second mass balanced iteration. The MgO profile is 161 
recalculated based on this composition-dependent DMgO (calculated for a system which satisfies 162 
mass balance) and this calculation is taken to be the final result (the model converges after one 163 
iteration). Finally, in order to obtain a best-fit to a measured MgO profile, the cooling rate 164 
parameter was allowed to vary and the Matlab fitting procedure fminsearch was used to find the 165 
linear cooling rate from Tmax to Tmin that minimized the sum of the squared residuals (SSR) 166 
between the forward model described above and MgO concentration profiles from experimental 167 
or natural olivine-hosted melt inclusions. 168 
Tmax was prescribed via equation (1) using the average MgO of homogenized inclusions 169 
(9.0 wt %) corresponding to a temperature of 1229 °C. The 2σ variability in homogenized MgO 170 
values (0.26 wt%, Table 2) translates to a range of Tmax of 1222–1237 °C through equation (1), 171 
and the sensitivity of the model to this initial temperature was calculated. At lower cooling rates 172 
(≤715 °C/hr, experiments H5X, H7X, H8X, H9X, H11X) the uncertainty in Tmax results in <2% 173 
relative difference in the cooling rate that minimized the residuals between model and data and 174 
10–15 % relative for experiment H2X (1570 °C/hr). In the most rapidly cooled experiments 175 
(H4X and H9X), the inclusion concentration profiles have unambiguous plateaus corresponding 176 
to the initial homogenized liquid composition (Figure 4c, Figure7ab). Accordingly, the initial 177 
MgO (and Tmax) for these inclusions were set using the constraint of the average plateau MgO 178 
contents (resulting in Tmax ranging from 1225–1240 °C). Due to the relative insensitivity of the 179 
model to the initial temperature, for experiments cooled ≤1570 °C/hr (all except H4X and H9X), 180 
the profiles shown in Figure 13 and data presented in Figure 14 correspond to data inversions 181 
that assume Tmax = 1229 °C. 182 
The minimum temperature (Tmin) used in the inversions was calculated for each sample 183 
based on equation (1) using the lowest MgO value along a profile, measured as close as possible 184 
to the wall olivine (same approach used for natural samples with unknown thermal histories in 185 
Newcombe et al., 2014). For the 22 inclusions cooled at rates ≤1570 °C/hr and quenched at 1000 186 
°C, the mean calculated Tmin using equation (1) is 1008 °C, with a 2σ standard deviation of 56 187 
°C. As discussed in Section 3.2 (Figure 11b), the interface MgO is elevated in the rapidly cooled 188 
experiments H4X and H9X, corresponding to high calculated mean Tmin of 1183 °C and 1154 °C, 189 
respectively. Inclusions H11X3A and H11X3B (cooled at 466 °C/hr and quenched at 900 °C) 190 
were the only samples quenched below 1000 °C, and the calculated Tmin (via equation 1) given 191 
the minimum MgO in the glass (2.87 and 3.24 wt%) is 955 and 987 °C (Figure 11a). The closure 192 
temperature of the diffusion model is calculated to be ~850 °C, and was defined as the T at 193 
which changes in the interface-adjacent grid cell during additional cooling reduce to within the 194 
1σ uncertainty of MgO microprobe measurements (0.075 wt%), i.e., when diffusion slows down 195 
such that no further measurable changes would occur if extrapolating the linear cooling path to 196 
lower temperatures. The actual closure temperature may be at a higher T, given the relatively 197 
high glass transition temperatures (>900 °C, Nichols 2009) inferred for the low H2O 198 
experimental glasses, corresponding to cessation of olivine growth at higher T than the closure 199 
temperature calculated for our model. 200 
Given Tmax and Tmin calculated for a particular inclusion, the cooling rate was allowed to 201 
vary such that the difference between the model MgO profile at Tmin and the experimental MgO 202 
data was minimized. Figure 12b-e shows an example of the forward models for SiO2, Al2O3, 203 
FeO, and MgO along with the microprobe data for experimentally cooled inclusion H2X5 at 204 
Tmin, which is the final profile in the sequence of forward models that are used to calculate DMgO 205 
via equation (2) at each time step. The modeled profiles fit the experimental data well, 206 
particularly for SiO2 (Main Text Figure 11b), which is the main driver of the changes in DMgO via 207 
equation (2). The resulting MgO profile, calculated with equations (1) and (2) is shown in Figure 208 
12a for the measured cooling rate (1570 °C/hr, black line) and the cooling rate resulting in the 209 
best-fit model (1393 °C/hr, blue line). A forward model at 1570 °C/hr using equation (1) with the 210 
compositionally invariant DMgO from Chen and Zhang (2008) is shown for comparison (green 211 
line). All of the forward models shown in Figure 12a were run with Tmax = 1229 °C and Tmin = 212 
1025 °C, and equation (1) was used to set CMgOliq at each time step. Given these parameters and 213 
the cooling rate from experiment H2X (1570 °C/hr), Main Text Figure 11a illustrates the 214 
improvement in the fit to the data that results from including the dependence of DMgO on melt 215 
composition (especially SiO2). It is also important to emphasize that no available composition-216 
independent parameterization of DMgO is available that can describe the inclusion data across 217 
cooling rate space when coupled to the MELTS MgO thermometer. In lieu of a full diffusion 218 
matrix treatment, the composition-dependent DMgO of equation (2) provides a realistic 219 
description of MgO diffusion across a zoned inclusion, where DMgO can vary by an order of 220 
magnitude from the edge to the center of a given inclusion. When used in conjunction with 221 
equation (1), which provides a good approximation of the temperature-dependent CMgOliq (Figure 222 
11a), the resulting model can be used to fit the experimental data at known laboratory 223 
temperature and cooling rate conditions. 224 
Reconstruction of Tmax for natural inclusions whose centers were modified by diffusion 225 
In order to determine Tmax for those inclusions with center compositions that have been 226 
modified by diffusion during cooling, Newcombe et al. (2014) adopted the approach of taking 227 
the highest MgO value recorded for a given inclusion population and applying the MgO vs. T 228 
thermometer of Chen and Zhang (2008). For the Papakolea samples, the highest MgO (7.2 wt %) 229 
comes from the compositional plateau of HIGS11, and applying equation (3) corresponds to a 230 
Tmax of 1160 °C. An alternative to this assumption would be to reconstruct the initial 231 
composition of the liquid by adding liquidus olivine in increments to the integrated bulk 232 
composition of the inclusion until reaching a target liquidus olivine composition, as is commonly 233 
done to determine the composition and conditions of melt inclusion entrapment. Due to 234 
ambiguity in accurately knowing what olivine composition along its zoning profile was in 235 
equilibrium with the inclusion liquid at Tmax, for the Papakolea inclusions whose centers were 236 
modified by diffusion we adopt the approach of Newcombe et al. (2014) by setting Tmax via the 237 
maximum plateau MgO contents from a population of related olivines. For inclusions HIGS2, 238 
HIGS15, HIGS8_1, and HIGS6, the best-fit cooling rates calculated using Tmax = 1160 °C are 239 
854 °C/hr, 615 °C/hr, 279 °C/hr, and 226 °C/hr, respectively, while HIGS14 has a substantially 240 
lower rate at 51 °C/hr. We note that when using Tmax set by reconstructing the inclusion to be in 241 
equilibrium with the olivine analysis measured closest to the inclusion wall (giving Tmax = 1223–242 
1276 °C), the calculated cooling rates are 25 – 45 % higher relative to those using Tmax = 1160 243 
°C. 244 
The target olivine composition for this modeling exercise should be the outer edge of the 245 
steep zone of fayalitic olivine (Figure 9), however HIGS14 (Figure 9a) is the only natural sample 246 
that unambiguously displays the three distinct Fe/Mg zones (it also has the lowest modeled 247 
cooling rate of the natural samples). Broad Fe/Mg zoning in olivine enclosing the other natural 248 
inclusions extends 15–35 µm from the inclusion wall and likely represents growth on the 249 
inclusion wall and diffusive exchange with the olivine interior prior to cooling during eruption 250 
(Danyushevsky, 2000). To minimize bias, the target olivine for the reconstruction calculation 251 
was chosen to be the measurement closest to the inclusion wall, implying that any olivine growth 252 
during cooling was confined to a narrow region inaccessible by the microprobe. The calculation 253 
was done using MELTS at one bar and an initial oxygen fugacity of +0.3 log units above FMQ. 254 
Target interface Fo% (100 x MgO/(MgO+FeO) in olivine) ranged from 83.4–86.4 Fo%, 255 
corresponding to reconstructed Tmax of 1227–1248 °C, with the exception of sample HIGS6 256 
which had a more forsteritic host olivine (88.0 Fo%) and a reconstructed Tmax of 1286 °C. 257 
Because of the narrow widths of olivine expected to grow during cooling, this approach is 258 
susceptible to overestimating T because the chosen target olivine composition is likely more 259 
magnesian than that at equilibrium with the liquid at the true Tmax prior to eruption. The inverse 260 
model was run for these 5 inclusions under two assumptions, using either Tmax = 1160 °C (set by 261 
the HIGS11 plateau) or the reconstructed Tmax, as a means to quantify the uncertainty associated 262 
with the choice of Tmax on the resulting calculated cooling rates. For inclusions HIGS2, HIGS15, 263 
HIGS8_1, and HIGS6, the best-fit cooling rates calculated using Tmax = 1160 °C are 854 °C/hr, 264 
615 °C/hr, 279 °C/hr, and 226 °C/hr, while HIGS14 has a substantially lower rate at 51 °C/hr. 265 
The rates calculated using the reconstructed bulk inclusion composition to determine Tmax are 25 266 
– 40% higher than the calculated rates using Tmax = 1160 °C for the samples whose reconstructed 267 
liquidi are 67 – 88 °C higher than Tmax (HIGS15, HIGS8_1, HIGS6, and HIGS14) and 66% 268 
higher for HIGS2, which has a calculated liquidus that is 127 °C higher than Tmax. Note that the 269 
particular choice of Tmax does not produce a statistically better fit to the MgO profile. In general, 270 
for samples with an unknown initial condition, determining which of the two approaches is most 271 
appropriate depends on the suite of samples and other a priori information about their thermal 272 
histories. The Papakolea olivine represent the amassed remains of wave-eroded ash beds (Walker 273 
1992) and any petrographic information or relationships between individual olivine is lost. 274 
Therefore, following the discussion by Newcombe et al. (2014), for the purposes of reporting 275 
cooling rates we adopt the calculations which use Tmax = 1160 °C acknowledging that while 276 
there is uncertainty in backing out this initial condition, it only modestly affects the calculated 277 
cooling rate. It is clear from the CaO profile shape and the lack of plateau in the MgO profiles 278 
that the centers of these five inclusions have been modified by diffusion during cooling, 279 
consistent with calculated cooling rates 1-2 orders of magnitude lower than in the population 280 
with concave up CaO profiles. 281 
2.2 – Two-stage experiment modeling results 282 
Supplement Section S2.2 – Two-stage cooling rate experiment (H10X) 283 
 One two-stage cooling experiment (H10X) was conducted to see how accurately it could 284 
be modeled and whether a 2-stage best-fit model is statistically better than if a 1-stage cooling 285 
history had been assumed. In this experiment, three MgO crucibles each containing three melt 286 
inclusion-bearing olivine crystals were held at Tmax = 1260°C for 24 hr, at which point one 287 
crucible was drop quenched into water. The homogenized inclusions quenched at this point 288 
contain 10.78±0.07 wt% MgO (Main Text Figure 5cd); and as discussed in Section 4.1, this 289 
corresponds to Tmax = 1277 °C based on equation (1), and this was used as Tmax for inverse 290 
modeling. One of the two remaining crucibles was cooled from 1260 to 1134 °C at 93 °C/hr, and 291 
drop quenched into water at Tch = 1134 °C, where Tch is the changeover temperature between the 292 
first and second cooling stage. Three inclusions from three olivine grains quenched at this point 293 
were modeled as 1-stage experiments and are included in the preceding section (inclusions 294 
H10X1-3, Supplementary Figure S7, Table 3). The remaining bucket with three olivine grains 295 
(inclusions H10X4-6) was then cooled for a second stage at 859 °C/hr starting at Tch = 1134 °C 296 
and quenched at 1016 °C (i.e., after having experienced two linear segments of cooling; the 297 
thermocouple data are shown in Supplementary Figure S7).  298 
For inclusions subjected to the 2-stage cooling history (i.e., those samples quenched at 299 
1016 °C), the model was run by varying three parameters: a stage 1 cooling rate (q1), a stage 2 300 
cooling rate (q2), and the changeover temperature between the two linear cooling stages (Tch), 301 
following Newcombe et al. (2014), who used this approach to obtain improved fits relative to a 302 
1-stage cooling history for some natural melt inclusions. Specifying the known experimental 303 
conditions (Tmax = 1260 °C, q1 = 93 °C/hr, Tch = 1134 °C, q2 = 859 °C/hr, Tmin = 1016 °C) such 304 
that all parameters in the forward model are fixed, produces an MgO profile that has higher 305 
concentrations (by ~0.4 wt. % MgO) in the center than in the measured glass data 306 
(Supplementary Figure SX, black line). Allowing q1, q2, and Tch to vary until the SSR is 307 
minimized between the two-stage model and the data produces profiles that nearly perfectly fit 308 
the experimental data (Supplementary Figure S7, green line, mean SSR = ~0.005 for the three 309 
inclusions, compared to mean SSR = 0.026 for the three 1-stage inclusions quenched at 1134°C 310 
discussed in the preceding section, and a SSR = 0.08 when the experimental conditions are 311 
prescribed explicitly), as would be expected by the introduction of two additional independently 312 
adjustable parameters in the fitting procedure. The best-fit modeled parameters calculated for the 313 
three inclusions subjected to the same 2-stage cooling history vary from 71–236 °C/hr for q1, 314 
from 1084–1110 °C for Tch, and from 955–1925 °C/hr for q2 (Main Text Table 3). These 315 
parameters combine to give fits to the experimental profiles that are improved relative to those 316 
calculated for the 1-stage cooling experiments, but with three free model parameters that deviate 317 
more from the known experimental conditions than the single model parameter (cooling rate) in 318 
the 1-stage cooling experiments. For example, relative to the experimental rates the best-fit 2-319 
stage model parameter q1 differs by -60 to +150 % and q2 by -30 % to +120 %, with the Tch 320 
underestimated by 24–50 °C. Despite the factor of two difference between the experimental rates 321 
and the calculated values for the adjustable parameters in the inverse model, the 2-stage fit and 322 
solution are demonstrably better than simply assuming a 1-stage fit to the inclusions that 323 
experienced a 2-stage history (Figure 15, red dashed line, 500 °C/hr, SSR = 0.05). Note that the 324 
misfit between the single-stage model and the two-stage inclusion data in Supplementary Figure 325 
S7 is similar to that observed for some of the inclusions described in Section 4.4 that experienced 326 
single-stage cooling histories, and so other a priori information must be considered before 327 
assuming that the misfit is due to a more complex cooling history. Future work should 328 
investigate whether the development of systematic zoning patterns of Fe/Mg in the host olivine 329 
surrounding the melt inclusion can provide extra constraint on prior periods of slow cooling 330 
(Gaetani et al., 2000; Danyushevsky et al., 2002), but we note that the 2-stage experiments, while 331 
limited in the number (n = 3), show no systematic or measurable differences in the olivine 332 
profiles generating during cooling compared to the single-stage cases. 333 
2.3 – Olivine Growth 334 
Supplement Section 2.3 – Olivine growth on the inclusion walls 335 
The thickness of olivine in the steep narrow zone adjacent to the olivine-melt interface 336 
that grew during experimental cooling approached the spatial resolution limit of quantitative 337 
WDS measurements made on the electron microprobe (in which analyses were spaced 1.5 µm 338 
apart; e.g., Figure 9b), so a Field Emission Zeiss 1550 SEM (FE-SEM) was used to measure 339 
energy dispersive (EDS) traverses across the olivine-glass boundary at submicron resolution 340 
(Supplementary Figure S5). Each EDS traverse was measured three times at a working distance 341 
of 8 mm, an accelerating voltage of 15 kV, and acquired using AZtec Software by Oxford 342 
Instruments. For the purpose of measuring the olivine overgrowth associated with experimental 343 
cooling, we used the Fe kα data from each traverse. Fe always increases in the experimental 344 
olivine as the inclusion wall is approached; it is lower in the adjacent glass relative to the olivine; 345 
and it increases in the glass with increasing distance from the interface (e.g., Figure 4). 346 
Leveraging this contrast in the shape of the Fe profile approaching the olivine-glass interface, a 347 
criterion was developed to estimate the thickness of the rim of olivine grown during the cooling 348 
and the location of the olivine-liquid boundary. We assume that maximum Fe kα in the olivine 349 
corresponds to the point along the traverse closest to the inclusion wall that is least contaminated 350 
by low Fe glass, providing an estimate for the location of the olivine-glass interface. Inspection 351 
of electron images corresponding to the traverses show that the actual location of the interface is 352 
up to 0.4 µm closer to the inclusion from the maximum in Fe kα, and so our reported thicknesses 353 
of the narrow overgrowth zones are probably minimum estimates. To calculate the location of 354 
the break in slope between the broad and steep Fe zones marking the outer edge of the zone of 355 
olivine grown during the cooling experiments, lines were fit to each segment, and their 356 
intersection was taken as the position of this boundary (i.e., the intersection of the two red, best-357 
fit lines in each panel of Supplementary Figure S5). The thickness of experimentally grown 358 
olivine was then determined by the distance from the maximum in Fe to the slope break between 359 
the two zones in the olivine. This exercise was done for inclusions cooled between 70 and 1570 360 
°C/hr, resulting in thicknesses of the olivine grown on the inclusion wall during cooling of 3.4 to 361 
1.5 µm (Supplementary Figure S5a-e), that vary inversely with cooling rate (Supplementary 362 
Figure S5f). Errors were estimated by randomly adding or subtracting Gaussian noise to the 363 
traverse (2σ ≈ 40 counts per second) and then refitting the data, resulting in a representative error 364 
in measured thickness of approximately 0.3 µm. Multiple profiles for a single inclusion in 365 
different locations gave the same thickness within the reported errors, and comparison of 366 
thicknesses determined by visual inspection of the microprobe data and by the FE-SEM for 367 
inclusions with the thickest growth zones yielded estimates that are within error of each other. 368 
For the two highest cooling rate experiments (H4X and H9X), no clear Fe maximum was 369 
observed above the noise, and so we infer that the olivine growth distance during cooling was 370 
below the resolution of this method (estimated to be ~0.5 µm). The thicknesses of olivine 371 
overgrowths were also measured in the samples sequentially quenched in experiment H11X 372 
(homogenized at 1225°C, cooled at 466 °C/hr; Supplementary Figure S5). Although the 373 
thickness of 0.3 µm for the sample quenched at 1200 °C (H11X2B) is likely below our ability to 374 
resolve, the profiles for samples quenched at lower temperature show a progressive thickening of 375 
the measured olivine growth zone with decreasing temperature, interpreted to be the result of 376 
continuous growth of olivine on the interior of the inclusion walls during cooling. 377 
2.4 – Determination of errors in calculated cooling rates 378 
Supplement Section S2.4 –  Method of determining errors in the inverse model due to 379 
uncertainty in microprobe data 380 
The parametric bootstrap method (e.g. Efron & Tibshirani, 1985) was used to estimate 381 
the error on the cooling rate due to the microprobe precision, following the approach employed 382 
by Newcombe et al. (2014). Each MgO analysis was assumed to be normally distributed with a 383 
mean corresponding to the measured value and a standard deviation of 0.075 wt%, which is 384 
estimated by calculating the standard deviation of replicate analyses of secondary glass standards 385 
from each analytical session (15 sessions in total) and then taking the average of these standard 386 
deviations, giving uncertainties for BHVO-2g (1σ = 0.06 wt%) and BIR-1g (1σ = 0.09). A set of 387 
at least 10 synthetic profiles were generated by drawing from this distribution for each data point 388 
and then running the inverse model on each synthetic profile by vary cooling rate until the 389 
residuals between the model and data are minimized. The standard deviation of the cooling rates 390 
calculated by inverting the synthetic profile served as a measure of the uncertainty in microprobe 391 
precision on the resulting cooling rate. Because Tmax is set by the plateau MgO contents for the 392 
rapidly cooled inclusions, for these inclusions this was recalculated for each synthetic profile; 393 
adjusting the MgO by ±0.075 wt% results in an uncertainty in Tmax of ±2.65 °C via equation (1) 394 
in the Main Text. 395 
